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PGSG Structure

Purdue Graduate Student Senate

Career Team
- Graduate student career fair
- Prof development coordination with COO and Grad School

Life Team
- Social Events
- MHAW
- GSAW

Community Team
- Grad student health care and housing
- Next Gen Scholars
- Big Grad Event

GRAC
PGSG Grant Programs
- Travel Grant
- Professional Grant and more...

PGSG Structure
Noteworthy Events

• New Graduate Student Pint Night
• Fall/Spring Picnics
• PGSG Career Fair (Fall and Spring)
• Next Generation Scholars (Nov 28\textsuperscript{th})
• Mental Health Awareness Week (Feb 2019)
PGSG Initiatives for 2018-2019

- Mental Health Awareness
- Graduate Student Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
- Cost & Compensation Committee Survey
- GRAD ABTS
Where are we?

PGSG Weekly Announcements

Website: https://www.purduegradstudents.com

Facebook: PurdueGradStudents

Instagram & Twitter: @PGSGInfo

Purdue Graduate Student Center
504 Northwestern Avenue
Thank you!